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these notions can be sated as follows: 
Definition 2. Let M  be a finitely generated graded R -module. 
(1)               -     w- -Full : subThe set of full graded submodules ofM tM N M N N   m m m: . 
(2)            w-Full : s u  b    The set of full graded submodules of MM N M N t N   : . 
(3)                     Full : sub : The set of restrictedly full graded submodules of MM N M N N t N      m: . 
(4)                      SRees : sub : The set of restricted second Rees graded submodules of MM N M N N N       m . 
  Let    :=Hom ,k k  be the k -dual operator. We define a inclusion-reversing operator      :sub subM M   
as follows: 
Definition 3. Let M  be a finitely generated graded R -module with  l M   . For any  subN M , 
   : / subN M N M    
where we assume that  /M N M   via  /M N M   : the k -dual of the natural projection : /M M N  . 
On the other hand, a homogeneous ideal I R  is said "having the weak Lefschetz property" if there exists 1l R  
such that each map     1: / /i il R I R I   , defined by multiplication by l , is surjective or injective for any integer i  
where  / iR I  is the i -th graded compnent of /R I . This property of ideals have also been studied by many authors, 
for example, consult the listed papers in the reference of [4]. If a homogeneous ideal I R  with  /l R I    has "the 
weak Lefschetz property", then it is well known that /R Ih  (    / : dim /R I k ih i R I ), the Hilbert function of /R I , is 
unimodul, i.e.,      / / /0 1R I R I R Ih h j h j       for some integer 0j  . We extend this property to modules as 
follows: 
Definition 4. Let M  be a finitely generated graded R -module. For any  subN M , we call that N  has "restricted 
weak Lefschetz property w.r.t. M " if there exists 1l R  such that each map     1: / /i il M N M N   , defined by 
multiplication by l , is surjective or injective for any integer i  where  / iM N  is the i-th graded compnent of /M N , 
and further if /M Nh (    / : dim /M N k ih i M N ), the Hilbert function of /M N , is unimodal. In this case, l  is called a 
"Lefschetz element of N  w.r.t M ". 
Throughout this paper, we study the Rees property and its related properties of modules by applying the results of [6] 
to modules. In section 2, we describe the relations among the Rees property and its related properties. In section 3, we 
show that the existance of the m-full closure and the full closure of a module. In section 4, in terms of restricted weak 
Lefschetz property, we describe the condition under which the second Rees property and the fullness are equivalent, and 
also describe the condition under which the second Rees property and the fullness are equivalent. In section5, We study 
how the Rees property and its related properties behave under taking the inclusion-reversing bijection    :sub M  
 sub M  . 
2. Relations among Rees property and its related properties of modules 
In what follows, we assume that M  is a finitely generated graded R -module. We introduce a partial ordere in 
 sub M  by inclusion-reverse order, i.e., for any  , subN N M , we define N N   if and only if N N  . We fix some 
notations as follows: 
Notation1. For any  , subN N M , 1l R  and  sub M : 
(1)  # #: , : , : : , : : : / .l lN N N lN N N N N l and rN l M n    m m  
(2)      # # # #: , : , : , :l l l l lr N rN rN N r N rN rN r N rN rN N and r N rN rN t N            . 
(3)          # # # # #: max sub , : max subr N r L L L M with L N r N r L L L M with L N         . 
(4) :N N N N    .  
It is easy to check that the following hold (see [6]): 
・  sub M  is a ranked poset with rank function r . 
・ N N   is the infimum of  and N N  . 
Putting  sub MP :  and 1R   in Definition 2 and Definition 3 in [6], the following hold: 
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